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96
Although the encoding-retrieval match appears to aid memory, it is the quality of cues 97 that moderates the extent to which retrieval improves (Nairne, 2002) . Cues effectively facilitate 98 retrieval when they are distinctive in addition to satisfying the encoding-retrieval match (Tullis found, across two studies, that self-generated cue techniques increased reporting, with no cost to 109 accuracy, in comparison to cues generated by another witness (other-generated cues), or free 110 recall.
111
Self-Generated Cues are salient details that are actively generated by the individuals 112 themselves and facilitate retrieval of a target memory. When episodic information is recalled, 113 stored traces are activated and these prompt related details, thereby "spreading activation" 114 throughout an associative network (Activation Theory; Anderson, 1983) . Every attempt to 115 Introducing Self-Generated Cues to The Timeline Technique 6 remember a detail strengthens the memory trace. The stronger the memory, the more likely it is 116 that it will be recalled later and that it will activate associated memories (Anderson, 1983) .
117
Similarly, Anderson and Conway (1993) showed that, when asked to list event-details in free 118 recall, participants first listed "distinctive details" (i.e., "details that really stand out and make
119
that memory what it is", p. 1188). Then they listed other details, highly associated with those 120 distinctive details. Thus, self-generation of distinctive cues can trigger related memories by In light of Anderson and Conway's (1993) findings, use of SGC (i.e., the most 125 memorable details), should trigger the retrieval of related event-details while excluding unrelated 126 details, thus satisfying both the encoding-specificity principle (Tulving & Thomson, 1973) , and 127 the principle of cue overload (Nairne, 2002 
151
When witnessing a real crime, the experience of stress or physiological arousal can divert 152 attention to aspects of the scene and/or to internal thoughts (Lane, 2006 After participants finished providing their account, they were thanked and debriefed. Person-action details were scored as correct when an action was correctly attributed to a specific 258 actor (e.g., Male 3 raises the crowbar). Moreover, sequencing errors were noted when events 259 were reported in the wrong order. For instance, if ABCD is correct, in ACBD, C would be coded 260 as one sequence error as it should follow B, but B would not be counted as out of sequence too.
261
Therefore, this example reflects a total of one sequence error.
262
Finally, the reporting of critical details was coded according to the process described in 
268

Results
269
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons were conducted for all interactions. In the 270 interests of parsimony, we only report pairwise comparisons where they indicate significant 271 differences (even for non-significant interactions). Where Bonferroni-corrected pairwise 272 comparisons are not significant (and therefore do not aid interpretation beyond the non-273 significant interactions), they are not reported.
Reporting of Correct Details
275
A between-subjects ANOVA showed a significant main effect of Cues, F(2,126) = 4.39, between Self-Generated Cues and Other-Generated Cues conditions (p = 1.00), Self-Generated 
322
The main effects for correct person-action details are presented in Figure 2 . emphasis was given to the fact that the overall mean number of sequence errors was low.
345
Results for the effects of Cues and Attention on the reporting of critical details and detail 346 type (person, action, object, setting) are reported in the supplementary materials.
347
Discussion
348
We tested the effectiveness of cognitive mnemonics used in conjunction with the Timeline
349
Technique under full and divided attention. As predicted, mock-witnesses who used Self-
350
Generated Cues (SGC) reported more correct details than mock-witnesses in Other-Generated less correct information than those under full attention, and there was no effect of cues under 354 divided attention.
355
The apparent lack of benefit of SGC under divided attention is noteworthy. underlying mechanisms of SGC relative to more generic cues (e.g., OGC).
378
Another caveat to our finding of superior performance by SGC is that there was no effect 
405
Introducing Self-Generated Cues to The Timeline Technique 20 Current findings suggest that, when attention at encoding has not been compromised,
406
Self-Generated Cues may be a useful addition to interviewing techniques as a retrieval support provided feedback on the research and reviews on the research paper.
417
Introducing Self-Generated Cues to The Timeline Technique reported a high number of setting details. Given the low number particularly regarding setting 614 details (M = 6.88, SD = 3.58), and the lack of significant results for both type of details, no Tables 4a and 4b . 
